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We study the constraints on neutralino dark matter in minimal low energy su-
persymmetry models and the case of heavy lepton and quark scalar superpartners.
For values of the Higgsino and gaugino mass parameters of the order of the weak
scale, direct detection experiments are already putting strong bounds on models
in which the dominant interactions between the dark matter candidates and nuclei
are governed by Higgs boson exchange processes, particularly for positive values of
the Higgsino mass parameter µ. For negative values of µ, there can be destructive
interference between the amplitudes associated with the exchange of the standard
CP-even Higgs boson and the exchange of the non-standard one. This leads to spe-
cific regions of parameter space which are consistent with the current experimental
constraints and a thermal origin of the observed relic density. In this article we study
the current experimental constraints on these scenarios, as well as the future experi-
mental probes, using a combination of direct and indirect dark matter detection and
heavy Higgs and electroweakino searches at hadron colliders.
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2I Introduction
Since its proposal in 1933 by Fritz Zwicky [1], the existence of dark matter (DM) has been
supported by many indirect detection measurements. Besides observations of galaxy clusters
and the magnitude of gravitational lensing, the rotation curves of spiral galaxies provide
evidence that a significant portion of these galaxies is made of nonluminous matter [2, 3].
Recently, the density of cold dark matter in the universe was estimated by the Planck
collaboration to be Ωch
2 = 0.1198 ± 0.0015 [4]. Overall, the evidence indicates that a
significant portion of matter in the universe is non-baryonic, but the exact nature of dark
matter is still unknown. One favored dark matter candidate is a weakly interacting massive
particle (WIMP)—an uncharged, colorless, stable particle with a heavy enough mass to
cease annihilation in the early stages of the universe, thus leaving behind the substantial
cosmological abundance seen today [5]. No particles in the Standard Model (SM) account
for all these properties, so we are forced to look at theories of physics beyond the SM (BSM).
Supersymmetry (SUSY) provides a well-motivated extension of the standard model that
contains such a WIMP in the form of the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) [6]. In the
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) with R-parity conservation, the LSP is
typically the lightest neutralino χ˜01.
Searches for BSM particles at the LHC have not been fruitful, and these searches put
constraints on supersymmetric models. In certain models, the LHC searches now limit the
mass of gluinos and the first two generations of squarks to be above 1.5 TeV [7, 8]. Other
production analyses have constrained chargino and neutralino masses to be at least of the
order of 100 GeV [9, 10], complementing the existing bounds from LEP2 searches (see,
for example, Ref. [11]). In addition, searches for heavy Higgs bosons constrain MSSM
parameters such as tan β and MA, the mass of the CP-odd Higgs boson [12].
Direct dark matter detection experiments (DDMD), such as LUX [13], PICO [14],
XENON100 [15], and PandaX [16], have also so far come up empty-handed. These experi-
ments set upper bounds on both the spin-dependent (SD) and spin-independent (SI) cross
sections of WIMPs scattering off nucleons. LUX presents the strongest bounds—their most
recent data limits the WIMP-nucleon spin independent cross section σSI to be lower than a
few times 10−10 pb for a WIMP of mass in the range 20 GeV <∼ mχ <∼ 200 GeV [13]. Future
DDMD experiment such as LZ [17] and Xenon1T [18] will probe regions of SI cross sections
3two orders of magnitude lower than those probed at present, and therefore it is interesting
to explore the implications of the (non)observation of a signal in these experiments.
Cheung et. al. [19] have identified regions of interest in the M1 (bino mass), M2 (wino
mass), and µ (higgsino mass) parameter space called “blind spots”, where the SI or SD cross
sections are suppressed due to vanishing couplings of the LSP to the lightest CP-even Higgs
and to the Z boson [19]. They worked in the decoupling regime, for very large values of the
heavy Higgs boson masses, squarks, and sleptons such that they no longer affect properties
relevant to DM. For smaller values of the heavy Higgs boson masses, and negative values
of µ, there is in general a destructive interference between the contributions to the SI cross
section amplitude coming from the exchange of the standard CP-even Higgs boson and the
non-standard one. This leads to a cancellation in the total SI cross section amplitude in
certain regions of parameters. This effect was first noticed numerically, while performing
a scan over the MSSM parameter space [20–26]. In Ref. [27], an analytical expression for
the relation between different parameters necessary to reach these generalized blind spot
scenarios was presented. The present DDMD constraints are still relatively weak and allow
for a wide range of parameters, which can significantly deviate from the ones associated
with the blind spot scenario. However, as we will discuss in this article, if future DDMD
experiments continue to strengthen these constraints, it will become necessary to consider
regions of parameter space close to the blind spot scenarios.
In this paper, we explore the current constraints on these scenarios, putting emphasis
on regions of parameters consistent with the observed thermal relic density, and checking
these regions against DDMD, Higgs and BSM searches at the LHC. In section II, we discuss
the theoretical basis and give an analytical formula for the generalized blind spot scenario.
In section III, we analyze the regions in the µ −M1 parameter space allowed by SI direct
detection bounds and relic density considerations. In section IV, we test these regions
against searches at the LHC for electroweakinos and heavy Higgs bosons. We also discuss
the constraints coming from SD and indirect dark matter detection experiments, as well as
from precision measurements of the observed standard model Higgs. We reserve section V
for our conclusions.
4II DDMD and Blind spots
In the MSSM, assuming heavy squarks and sleptons, the neutralino SI scattering process
is mediated by the exchange of CP-even Higgs bosons. For Higgsino and gaugino mass
parameters of the order of the weak scale the typical SI scattering cross section through the
125 GeV Higgs boson is of the order 10−45 cm2, which is in tension with the LUX results [13].
A possible way to suppress the SI scattering cross section is to decouple the heavy Higgs
boson and suppress the lightest neutralino coupling to the 125 GeV Higgs boson. In the
decoupling limit, the lightest and heaviest CP-even Higgs bosons in the MSSM, h and H,
are given by
√
2h = cos βH0d + sin βH
0
u
√
2H = sin βH0d − cos βH0u (1)
where H0u and H
0
d are the real components of the neutral Higgs bosons that couple to the
up and down quarks, respectively, and tan β = vu/vd is the ratio of the Higgs vacuum
expectation values. Given the neutralino mass and interactions terms,
L ⊃ −
√
2g′YHuB˜H˜uH
∗
u −
√
2gW˜ aH˜ut
aH∗u + (u↔ d) + h.c.
−
(
M1
2
B˜B˜ +
M2
2
W˜ aW˜ a + µH˜dH˜u + h.c.
)
(2)
where Yi is the Hi hypercharge, B˜ and W˜ are the superpartners of the neutral hypercharge
(Bino) and weak gauge bosons (Winos), H˜i are the superpartners of the Higgs bosons (Hig-
gsinos), M1,2 denote the Bino and neutral Wino mass parameters and µ is the Higgsino mass
parameter. One can show that the neutralino coupling to the lightest Higgs vanishes when
mχ + µ sin 2β = 0, (3)
where mχ is the mass of the lightest neutralino. Under the above conditions, for very large
values of the heavy Higgs boson masses, the tree-level contribution to the SI scattering cross
section vanishes, which is identified as a blind spot in direct detection experiments [19].
Another way to suppress the SI scattering cross section, when the heavy Higgs is not
too heavy, is to have destructive interference between the 125 GeV Higgs exchange and the
heavy Higgs exchange amplitudes. In this case, one goes away from the decoupling limit and
5the CP-even Higgs mixing angle may no longer be identified with β. However, the deviations
of the mixing angle from the decoupling values tend to be small in the region of parameters
of interest for this paper, and therefore, for simplicity we will keep the expressions valid
close to the decoupling limit. In such a case, the amplitude of the scattering cross section
of down-quarks to neutralinos is proportional to
ad ∼ md
cos β
(
cos β gχχh
m2h
+
sin β gχχH
m2H
)
, (4)
where mh and mH are the masses of the lightest and heavy CP-even Higgs bosons, respec-
tively, and gχχh and gχχH are their couplings to the lightest neutralino. In general, the
coupling of the neutralinos to the heavy and light Higgs bosons are similar in magnitude,
and they may differ in sign. The heavy Higgs contribution, although suppressed by the
square of mH is enhanced by tan β. Therefore, for moderate or large values of tan β the
light and heavy Higgs contributions to the amplitude may be similar in magnitude and may
interfere destructively.
Taking into account also the interaction of neutralinos with up-quarks in order to define
the neutralino interaction with nuclei, one can show that the SI scattering cross section is
proportional to [27]
σSIp ∼
[
(F
(p)
d + F
(p)
u )(mχ + µ sin 2β)
1
m2h
+ µ tan β cos 2β(−F (p)d + F (p)u /tan2 β)
1
m2H
]2
, (5)
with F
(p)
u ≈ 0.15 and F (p)d ≈ 0.14. The first term denotes the contribution of the lightest
Higgs and its cancellation leads to the traditional blind spot scenarios discussed above [19].
The second term is the contribution of the heavy Higgs and as mentioned before for values
of |µ| >∼ mχ and large tan β may become of the same order as the SM-like Higgs one.
For moderate or large values of tan β, the tree-level contribution, mediated by the CP-
even Higgs bosons, vanishes when [27]
2(mχ + µ sin 2β)
1
m2h
' −µ tan β 1
m2H
. (6)
Eq. (6) defines what we call a generalized blind spot in direct dark matter detection ex-
periments. It is clear from this expression that the blind spot scenario demands µ < 0.
Considering the case of heavy gluinos and scalar superpartners of the quarks and leptons,
and assuming that the wino is significantly heavier than the bino (in practice we will as-
sume the relation implied by gaugino mass unification, M2 ' 2M1), the generalized blind
6spot scenario can accommodate the right relic density in the well-tempered region [28], in
which M1 ' |µ|, as well as the A-funnel region, in which MA ' 2mχ˜01 and the proper relic
density [4, 29] is obtained through resonant annihilation with the heavy Higgs bosons. In
this article we shall not analyze the case of wino-bino mixed dark matter that demands a
high degree of degeneracy of the gaugino masses, M2 'M1, and that leads to an extra sup-
pression of the spin independent DDMD cross section due to the small Higgsino component
of the dark matter candidates. For details of this case, see Ref. [30]. In addition to Eq. (6),
pure Higgsino or gaugino states, also lead to a large suppression to the DDMD (see, for in-
stance Ref. [31] and [32]). In this work, we will concentrate on the region where M1 < M2,
in which the thermal relic density can be naturally obtained for mχ˜01 of the order of weak
scale.
III Direct Dark Matter Detection Constraints
A. Allowed Parameter Space
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Figure. 1: Spin independent scattering cross section for fixed tanβ = 7, |µ| = 600 GeV, M1 = 400 GeV. The black line is
for µ < 0 and the red line is for µ > 0. The blue dashed line represents the LUX 2016 constraint for mχ = 400 GeV. As
MA increases the heavy Higgs becomes decoupled from the LSP, and σ
SI
p approaches an asymptotic value. Note that the
asymptotic value is significantly greater for µ > 0 than for µ < 0. When experimental limits drop below the asymptotic value
of the µ < 0 branch, an upper bound and a lower bound on MA will be present, and we are forced closer to the blind spot.
The expression of the SI cross section, Eq. (5), shows that, in general, the light Higgs
and heavy Higgs contributions interfere destructively (constructively) for negative (positive)
7values of µ. For negative µ, scattering cross sections below the present LUX bounds are
achievable even when the heavy Higgs boson is decoupled from the LSP as negative values
of µ lead to a suppression in the neutralino Higgs coupling. For instance, for tan β = 7,
µ = ±600 GeV, and M1 = 400 GeV, Fig. 1 demonstrates that the scattering cross section
may approach a relatively low asymptotic value in the limit MA → ∞ where the heavy
Higgs is decoupled. The present LUX bound for mχ ' M1 = 400 GeV is approximately
σSIp < 5 × 10−10 pb [13], so for the example in Fig. 1 all cross section values obtained for
µ > 0 are excluded. To quantify how much a particular point in the µ − M1 plane is
excluded, we compute the minimal value of MA consistent with current LUX bound [13]
in Fig. 2. In the red region, the lower bound on MA tends to infinity, indicating that the
particular point is excluded for all MA. In applying the LUX bounds, we have implicitly
assumed that the right relic density is obtained in all the parameter space, which could, for
instance, demand a non-thermal contribution in large regions of parameter [33]. However,
the exclusion region covers the entirety of the well-tempered region M1 ' µ [34], and one
can only obtain the correct relic density via heavy Higgs mediated resonant annihilation
near the blue region. We will comment on this case later, but since the SI cross section is
in tension with the current LUX bound in the majority of region consistent with a observed
thermal dark matter relic density, we shall focus our attention on the µ < 0 case.
For the µ < 0 case, and assuming again the proper relic density in the whole parame-
ter space, we compute the maximal value of MA consistent with current spin independent
DDMD bounds in order to quantify the need for a destructive interference to reduce σSIp for
the µ < 0 case. Fig. 3 shows that, contrary to the µ > 0 case, the present LUX bounds [13]
only constrain the value of MA away from the decoupling limit close to the well-tempered
region M1 ' |µ|, or for |µ|M1.
If one assumed a thermal origin of the relic density, then the above constraints would
be modified. In the upper left region of the plot, the thermal neutralino dark matter is
under-abundant (see Fig. 6 for the thermal relic density), so we assume there is another
component, for instance, the axions, that contributes to the relic density. In this case, the
LUX bound should be rescaled according to the thermal relic density of χ˜01, thereby relaxing
the upper bound on MA, as shown in Fig. 4. The proper relic density may be obtained
thermally in the well-tempered region (inside the white dashed band in Fig. 3), for which
LUX imposes an upper bound on MA. This upper bound is of order of 350 GeV or smaller
8Figure. 2: Lower bounds on MA due to 2016 LUX bounds for µ > 0, assuming the observed relic density in the whole pa-
rameter space. The value of MA is chosen to be at the minimum value allowed by the LUX bound, and is indicated by the
color scale. In cases where the SI cross section is not allowed for all values of MA, the lower bound is marked as infinity, cor-
responding to the red color. The region between the white dashed lines represents the well-tempered region, with the relic
densities that differ from the observed value by less than 20%. It can be seen that the well-tempered region is completely
excluded. However, near the blue region away from the well-tempered region, the correct thermal relic density may still be
achieved by resonant annihilation.
for tan β = 7 and large values of the neutralino mass. However, it raises to values of order
400 GeV for neutralino masses of the order of 300 GeV.
The proper thermal relic density may be also obtained to the right of the well-tempered
region, in the so-called A-funnel region, by setting MA ' 2mχ˜01 such that the heavy Higgses
mediate the resonant annihilation of the LSP, reducing the relic density to the correct value.
Thus, points in the parameter space are allowed by LUX and relic density consideration
when the upper bound on MA is larger than or on the order of 2mχ˜01 , corresponding to the
blue and green regions in Fig. 3 with M1 < |µ|. For sufficiently small values of M1 the value
of the amplitude due to the exchange of the heavy CP-even Higgs may be sufficiently large
to induce an increase of the cross section toward values restricted by LUX, as seen on the
left of Fig. 1. As we will show below, this situation only occurs for very small values of M1.
Larger values of M1, of the order of the weak scale, would only be restricted if future SI
DDMD experiments fail to see a signal.
9Figure. 3: Upper bounds on MA due to 2016 LUX bounds and projected DDMD bounds 100 times stronger than LUX,
respectively (µ < 0), assuming the observed relic density in the whole parameter space. The value of MA is chosen to be at
the maximum value allowed by these bounds, and is indicated by the color scale. (Note that the color scheme differs from
the previous plot such that the regions where the SI cross section is allowed as MA → ∞ is always shown in blue.) The
region between the white dashed lines represents the well-tempered region. Under the strengthened bound a much larger
portion of the |µ|−M1 plane is constrained. The dashed line below corresponds to where the left hand side of Eq. 6 is zero,
corresponding to the vanishing of the neutralino coupling to the SM Higgs. Below this line the blind spot cannot be obtained
since the left hand side of Eq. 6 becomes negative.
It is interesting to investigate the region to be probed by future DDMD experiments.
In case of no detection, future experiments will push the experimental limits below the
decoupled scattering cross section in greater regions of the µ−M1 plane. In particular, the
projected bounds of the LZ experiment are approximately 100 times stronger than those from
the LUX experiment [17]. Fig. 3 reveals that, assuming a dark matter density consistent
with the observed one, these stronger bounds would constrain MA in the entire region left
of the well-tempered region, and in part of the region to the right as well. As before, if a
thermal origin of the dark matter relic density is assumed, the well-tempered region may be
achieved, but the upper bound on MA would become smaller than about 300 GeV.
A more complete description of the exclusion state of the A-funnel region takes into
account the upper bound on MA presented above as well as the lower bound due to the
overcompensation of the heavy CP-even Higgs contribution. As mentioned before, the region
allowed by LUX and relic density considerations roughly correspond to the blue and dark
green region in Fig. 3, where the required value for resonant annihilation MA ' 2M1 is below
the upper bound set by LUX. (For µ > 0, the correct relic density can be achieved near the
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Figure. 4: Upper bounds on MA due to 2016 LUX bounds, adjusted by the thermal WIMP relic density at each point in the
plane. The strength of the LUX bound quickly decreases as one departs from the well-tempered region, since the WIMP relic
density decrease quickly below the correct value. The gray region has relic density greater than 1.2 times the correct relic
density, unless the neutralino mass is close to the resonant annihilation condition, mA = 2mχ˜01
, for which the proper relic
density may be obtained and the upper bound becomes the one shown in Fig. 3.
blue region of Fig. 2, where the required value is above the lower bound set by LUX.) The
constraints from both sides are summarized in Fig. 5, which shows the exclusion states of the
|µ|−M1 plane under present and projected DDMD constraints together with the relic density
consideration. Below the viable well-tempered region, the exclusion states are determined
by fixing MA close to the resonant value 2mχ˜01 and comparing the SI cross section with
the current and future bounds. The resulting bounds in this region combine the previous
constraint on MA away from the decoupling limit (upper bound) with the constraints from
below. It can be seen that the present LUX bound leave the parameter space relatively
open, while the projected (100 times strengthened) bound would considerably constrain the
region in which resonant annihilation can be employed to obtain the correct relic density.
In regions where the WIMP relic density is under-abundant, the upper bounds on MA lifts
up quickly if one adjust the LUX bound to match the WIMP relic density specific to each
point in the µ−M1 plane, as shown in Fig. 4, opening up space for studies on mixed dark
matter origin. We shall not concentrate on this scenario.
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Figure. 5: Constraints on the |µ|−M1 plane under relic density constraints and the present and projected DDMD con-
straints. The well-tempered region (µ ' M1) naturally attains the correct relic density, while the region below may attain
the correct value if MA is tuned to mediate resonant annihilation. The required value of MA is constrained by the LUX
and 100 times strengthened LUX bound on SI cross section. The blue region is allowed by the 100 times strengthened LUX
bound; the blue and the green regions are allowed under current LUX bound. Note that the boundaries of the LUX con-
straint (red) and of the LUX/100 constraint (green) above the blue region correspond to the boundaries in Fig. 3 where the
upper bound on MA is quickly lifted to infinity. The constraints below the blue region are due to the overcompensation in
the scattering cross section from the heavy Higgs contribution.
B. LZ Reach and Blind Spots
The lack of observation of a signal at the LZ experiment would constrain us to a narrow
region of allowed parameter space for thermal dark matter, namely the A-funnel region
displayed in Fig. 5, plus the well-tempered region for values of MA consistent with the
upper bound obtained in Fig. 3. The reach of LZ goes far beyond the natural values of the
spin independent cross section for values of the gaugino and Higgsino masses of order of the
weak scale, and therefore pushes the parameters towards the blind spot values. Alternatively,
one could consider the event of an LZ detection of Dark Matter in the currently allowed
range. In order to fix ideas and show the complementarity of different search methods in
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detecting dark matter, we shall assume a detection of dark matter with a spin independent
cross section of the order of σSIp = 10
−11 pb, which is about 100 times lower than the LUX
bound for mχ = 500 GeV, and within the sensitivity of the LZ experiments for WIMP
masses 20 GeV<∼ mχ <∼ 500 GeV. Thus, for this range of WIMP masses, of order of the weak
scale, future DDMD experiments will either detect dark matter or determine the proximity
to the blind spot scenario, and probe it in such a case. Since, in addition, the blind spot
scenario requires a specific correlation between the Higgs and neutralino masses, it can also
be efficiently probed by spin dependent and indirect dark matter detection experiments, as
well as by searches for Higgs and electroweakinos at the LHC.
The parameter space in which these small spin independent cross sections are achieved
is well captured by the phenomenological MSSM (pMSSM) parameter space [35], but we
have reduced its dimensionality to conduct a feasible study and to concentrate on critical
variables. For instance, sfermion masses are held constant at 2 TeV, above experimental
constraints, as they have little impact on the determination of the neutralino relic density
and on DDMD experiments unless their masses are comparable to that of the LSP. By doing
this, we are eliminating the interesting possibility of dark matter co-annihilation with scalar
superpartners (see, for example, Refs. [36–40]), which is of phenomenological interest. We
reserve the study of this case for future work.
In our analysis the trilinear coupling constants are fixed to be zero except for At , which is
taken at a value of order 2 MS = 2
√
Mt˜1Mt˜2 to obtain the proper 125 GeV Higgs mass [41–
43]. The values of M2 and M3 are held well above M1 so that the heavier electroweakinos do
not interfere with the annihilation of the LSP. As mentioned before, we fixedM3 = 2 TeV and
chose M2 by imposing the gaugino mass unification M2 = 2 M1 for simplicity, but our results
are general whenever M2 & 2 M1. As stressed before, the constraints on the parameter space
become stronger for smaller values of M2 and therefore we shall concentrate on the case of
a Bino-like neutralino that leads to a larger allowed parameter space and also allows the
obtention of a thermal relic density in larger regions of parameter space.
The four remaining parameters—tan β, M1, µ, and MA —are critical to our model. For
each combination of tan β, M1 and µ, we select MA to obtain a cross section σ
SI
p smaller
than the required bound on this quantity. In practice, as an example, we shall allow MA to
vary in the range consistent with σSIp ≤ 10−11 pb. Hence, the boundaries of this region will
be consistent with a potential measurement by LZ, while the central point would be close
13
to the parameters leading to the blind spot scenario. We shall focus our study on the region
5 ≤ tan β ≤ 15, that may accommodate the proper Higgs boson mass within the MSSM, and
where our parameter space is left relatively open by the LHC H → ττ and electroweakino
(EWino) searches, and other collider constraints.
Figure. 6: Thermal relic density shown in color on |µ|−M1 plane for various tanβ. MA is taken to be at the center of blind
spot (maximum cancellation). Note that µ is always negative for the blind spot to occur. The yellow region is consistent
with the observed relic density. In the regions between the white dashed lines, MA can be adjusted to mediate resonant
annihilation while keeping σSIp < 10
−11 pb. Blind spots are not achieved in the gray area since the left hand side of Eq. 6
becomes negative and destructive interference cannot happen. In this region, the σSIp < 10
−11 pb requirement does not set
an upper bound for MA but only a lower bound, though it is still possible to tune MA to achieve resonant annihilation for
mχ high enough.
We have used MicroOMEGAs (with SuSpect 2.41) to calculate the spectrum, SI and
14
SD DDMD cross sections and corresponding relic densities [44]. The thermal relic density
is displayed on the µ −M1 plane in Fig. 6 for various values of tan β, with MA fixed at
values consistent with the blind spot center (maximal destructive interference). The yellow
color indicates that the region has the relic density consistent with the observed one [4, 29].
It can be clearly seen that the desired region consists of two branches: the well-tempered
region |µ|'M1 in the upper branch and the A-funnel region |µ|' 2M1 in the lower branch.
The resonant annihilation with the heavy Higgs is in fact so strong that the relic density
rapidly decreases towards the center of the A-funnel region, so the correct relic density is
only achieved on the two sides. However, since MA is allowed to vary in a small range such
that σSIp < 10
−11 pb, the correct relic density can be attained in a wider region (between the
white dashed lines in Fig. 6) by fine-tuning MA. It can also be seen from Fig. 6 that both the
well-tempered region and the A-funnel region in the blind spot scenario continues on almost
linearly to |µ|' 1 TeV. These branches are approximated as piecewise linear functions when
casting the collider constraints on the tan β −MA plane in section IV.
IV LHC Constraints
In this section we concentrate on the region of parameters consistent with σSIp ≤ 10−11 pb.
Recent LHC 13 TeV data reveals no signal of any BSM particles. The new exclusion limits
from the ATLAS and CMS collaborations are used to constrain the parameter space of the
blind spot scenario. In our region of interest where tan β is between 5 and 15, the H,A→ ττ
searches [12, 45] offer the most stringent constraints. Electroweakino searches at CMS [46]
provide additional constraints in the region of small M1 and |µ|, where χ˜01 is especially light.
In subsection A we examine constraints from the CMS and ATLAS H,A → ττ searches,
followed by an analysis of constraints from the χ˜02χ˜
±
1 → WZχ˜01χ˜01 channel in subsection B.
Overall, we find that the well-tempered region is completely excluded for tan β ≥ 7, and the
A-funnel region is only partially excluded for the larger values of tan β. The region of small
mχ˜01 tends to be in tension with electroweakino searches.
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A. H → ττ Search
We consider production of the heavy Higgses H and A (either of which is denoted by φ)
by means of gluon-gluon fusion (ggφ) and b-associated production (bbφ), followed by a decay
into two τ leptons. Recent reports from CMS and ATLAS [12, 45] provide 2-dimensional 95%
confidence level (CL) upper limits on parameters related to these decays. CMS puts bounds
on σ(ggφ)×BR(φ→ ττ) with respect to mφ and σ(bbφ)×BR(φ→ ττ), while ATLAS puts
bounds on σtot × BR(φ → ττ) with respect to mφ and fb = σ(bbφ)/σtot. Their bounds are
given for discrete MA (and discrete fb for ATLAS), so we linearly interpolate to find bounds
at arbitrary values. While the CMS and ATLAS bounds consider the production and decay
of either H or A, these processes are experimentally indistinguishable since MA ' MH in
our model, so we sum the cross section times branching ratio and compare these summed
values to the experimental limits. We use FeynHiggs 2.12.0 [47–49] to compute the relevant
cross sections and branching ratios for points in the blind spot scenario.
Piecewise linear approximations are made for M1 as a function of |µ| in the well-tempered
and A-funnel branches for M1, |µ| > 200 GeV, based on Fig. 6. We shall consider only
M1, |µ| & 200 GeV in this subsection, leaving an analysis of the M1, |µ| . 200 GeV case
for subsections B and D. Cross sections and branching ratios are computed at points along
these approximations with MA chosen to be at the center of the blind spot, and are checked
against the bounds in the ATLAS and CMS reports described above. The excluded regions
in the tan β −MA plane are shown in Fig. 7.
We see that at tan β = 6 the well-tempered region is partially excluded, and for tan β ≥ 7
it is completely ruled out. Parts of the A-funnel region remain available at all tan β, though
the ATLAS results restrict large portions of parameter space for tan β > 10. To reconcile
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, we present the exclusions in the |µ|−M1 plane for blind spots with the
proper relic density in Fig. 8. The data set used in Fig. 8 is the same as for the yellow
region in Fig. 6, so each data point has MA chosen to be at the center of the blind spot,
considering data points with the correct dark matter density. Again, we see that the well-
tempered region is excluded for tan β ≥ 7, and the A-funnel region begins to be excluded
as well as tan β increases. All data points shown in the A-funnel region are excluded by
ATLAS for the tan β = 15 plot, but the figure may be extended to reach allowed regions
of parameters at higher |µ| and MA. Fig. 8 also shows that MA tends to be smaller in
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Figure. 7: Exclusion bounds on the well-tempered region and the A-funnel region in the tanβ − MA plane. The well-
tempered region represented in the left panel and the A-funnel region in the right panel. The colored regions are excluded
at 95% CL by the ATLAS or CMS results. The dark gray regions are not consistent with σSIp ≤ 10−11 pb.
the well-tempered region, resulting in a higher production cross section, hence the greater
degree of exclusion. On the other hand, as MA increases in the A-funnel region, the φ→ ττ
branching ratio decreases as additional decay channels (notably the φ → tt channel) are
opened and enhanced, resulting in a weaker exclusion limit.
We also investigate the effect of choosing MA at the lower or upper limit consistent with
σSIp = 10
−11 pb on the exclusion status of our model. We survey the |µ|−MA plane twice
more, choosing MA to be at the lower and upper limits. These new data are plotted in Fig.
9 and Fig. 10.
From Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 we see that, in the well-tempered region, the exclusion bounds
are largely independent of which MA we choose to achieve the σ
SI
p ≤ 10−11 pb condition.
This stems from the fact that, in the well-tempered region, the variation of MA from the
values consistent with the blind spot scenario to the values leading to σSIp = 10
−11 pb is
∆MA ' 10 − 20 GeV. Hence, the well-tempered region is still excluded for tan β ≥ 7. On
the other hand, in the A-funnel region ∆MA ' 100−300 GeV for comparable points in Fig.
9 and Fig. 10, resulting in a greater disparity between exclusions in the |µ|−M1 plane, as is
especially evident for the tan β = 15 plots.
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Figure. 8: Net exclusion status of the well-tempered region and the A-funnel region. Each data point represents a point
with the proper relic density. Data points are first checked for exclusion by CMS, then by ATLAS, then by the CMS elec-
troweakino searches (see the following section), with the color-coding of each data point corresponding to the method by
which it is first excluded. Values of MA are labeled next to selected data points. The sparseness of points in the A-funnel
region reflects its narrowness relative to the well-tempered region, as seen in Fig. 6.
B. Electroweakino Search
The φ→ ττ searches leave open a small region of parameter space where MA is sufficiently
large to avoid these constraints, with M1, |µ|< 200 GeV. The neutralinos and charginos are
light in this region, so electroweakino searches at LHC become relevant. The most stringent
constraints are obtained from studying the decay products of the associated production of
charginos and neutralinos, χ˜02χ˜
±
1 . Since our slepton masses have been set high, the branching
ratio for the decay of the second lightest neutralino and the lightest chargino χ˜02, χ˜
±
1 , into
sleptons is negligible. In addition, since mχ˜02 ' mχ˜±1 < MA +mχ˜01 , the decay of χ˜02 , χ˜
±
1 into
heavy Higgs bosons is also negligible. This leaves χ˜02χ˜
±
1 → WZχ˜01χ˜01 and χ˜02χ˜±1 → Whχ˜01χ˜01
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Figure. 9: Plot analogous to Fig. 8 with MA chosen at the lower boundary consistent with σ
SI
p = 10
−11 pb . Only exclusions
from the CMS φ→ ττ search are shown.
as the only viable decay channels, with the final state containing a Z being the most sensitive
one. In addition to the decay of χ˜02χ˜
±
1 , the decay of χ˜
0
3χ˜
±
1 is also a significant contributor
to the WZχ˜01χ˜
0
1 final state. Production cross sections, computed with Prospino2 [50], for
these and other electroweakino pairs are shown in Fig. 11. In the region of small M1
and |µ|, the masses of χ˜02 and χ˜03 are close, and thus the decays χ˜02χ˜±1 → WZχ˜01χ˜01 and
χ˜03χ˜
±
1 → WZχ˜01χ˜01 are difficult to distinguish experimentally. Assuming this final state,
CMS excludes a bounded region in the mχ˜01 −mχ˜20 plane [46]. We exclude data points from
the model according to the CMS bounds. To be more conservative in excluding points from
the model, we use the mass mχ˜03 instead of mχ˜02 when testing points against the bounds in
Ref. [46] A caveat to this method is that the CMS bounds assume wino-like χ˜02 and χ˜
±
1 ,
whereas for our data these electroweakinos are higgsino-like. The production cross sections
for wino-like χ˜02χ˜
±
1 are typically four times larger than those for higgsino-like electroweakinos
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Figure. 10: Plot analogous to Fig. 8 with MA chosen at the upper limit consistent with σ
SI
p = 10
−11 pb. Only exclusions
from the CMS φ→ ττ search are shown.
[51]. Even considering there are two higgsinos, the total higgsino production cross section
is about half the wino production cross section, so the true bounds on our data are weaker
than those presented in [46]1. We find that these electroweakino searches do constrain this
region, as shown by the yellow points in Figs. 8-10. Although the displayed bounds are
generous for the Higgsino-like electroweakinos in our data, we will show in subsection D
that this region of parameters is also excluded by recent IceCube results [53].
The High Luminosity-LHC would extend the scope of the electroweakino searches, and
could probe up to 150 GeV to 600 GeV depending on the mass of the LSP [52, 54]. A 100
TeV collider can further extend the reach. For instance, when mχ˜01 is below 500 GeV, a 100
TeV collider with 3 ab−1 can make a discovery of a higgsino on the order of 1.5 TeV in the
1For a recent analysis, see Ref [52]
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trilepton channel [55]. In addition, in the well-tempered region, where M1 ∼ |µ|, a future
100 TeV collider with 3 ab−1 can be sensitive to a mixed bino-higgsino LSP up to 1 TeV,
and can reach 5σ discovery for mχ˜01 . 165 - 420 GeV depending on the mass difference
between the two lightest neutralinos and the treatment of systematics [56].
Figure. 11: Leading order cross sections for various electroweakino pair productions. Each data point corresponds to a blind
spot with small M1 and |µ| in the well-tempered region (µ ' M1) that was not excluded by the φ → ττ searches, although
one outlier is not shown for the sake of readability. The plot incorporates points from all values of tanβ, since tanβ does
not have a significant effect on σ. For these data points M1 ' |µ|, and changes in the sign of |µ|−M1 can occur between
data points. Thus the composition of the electroweakinos changes between data points as well. This results in bumps in the
depicted curves since bino-like electroweakinos have lower cross sections than Higgsino-like electroweakinos of comparable
mass.
C. Precision Higgs Measurements
In the well-tempered region, as MA is light, there could be some tension with the precision
Higgs data. At the tree level, the 125 GeV Higgs coupling to bottom-quarks in the MSSM
is given by [57]
ghbb
gSMhbb
= − sinα
cos β
= sin(β − α)− tan β cos(β − α). (7)
The first term in the left-hand side of this expression, sin(β − α), gives the ratio of the
coupling of the Higgs to weak vector bosons to its SM value. In order to reproduce the
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proper Higgs phenomenology, it should be close to one. Therefore, the corrections to the
bottom coupling are controlled by the second term. One can work out an approximate
expression for the value of this correction in the MSSM [58], at the one-loop level, namely
tan β cos(β − α) ' −1
m2H −m2h
[
m2h −m2Z cos(2β) +
3m4tXt(Yt −Xt)
4pi2v2M2S
(
1− X
2
t
6M2S
)]
. (8)
In the above, MS is the average stop mass, Xt = At − µ/tan β, Yt = At + µ tan β, At is the
trilinear Higgs stop coupling and µ is the Higgsino mass parameter. The last term denotes
the one-loop radiative corrections induced by the interaction of the Higgs bosons with the
third generation squarks. At sizable values of tan β we can rewrite the above expression in
the following approximate form,
tan β cos(β − α) ' −1
m2H −m2h
[
m2h +m
2
Z +
3m4t
4pi2v2M2S
Atµ tan β
(
1− A
2
t
6M2S
)]
. (9)
Since in order to obtain the proper Higgs mass in the MSSM the stop masses should be
of the order of 1 TeV [41],[42],[43], and the value of At < 3MS due to vacuum stability
constraints [59], it is clear that for the values of µ and tan β under consideration, the
radiative corrections give only a small correction and the deviations of the bottom coupling
from its SM value are well characterized by the first two terms inside the square bracket on
the right-hand side of Eq. (9).
For instance, in the well-tempered region, when tan β is about 5, and the lightest neu-
tralino is about 600 GeV, MA is about 220 GeV as shown in Fig. 8. This leads to a bottom
coupling that is about 70% higher than the SM value, which is about 4σ above the current
central value and therefore ruled out by current Higgs precision measurements [45, 60]. We
stress that this enhancement in the bottom coupling would lead to a large enhancement of
the total width and therefore a suppression of the branching ratios of all other decay chan-
nels. In the region where MA is larger, as approaching the decoupling limit, this tension is
eased. For example, when tan β is about 5 and MA is about 350 GeV, the bottom coupling to
the Higgs is only about 20% higher than the SM, which corresponds to about two standard
deviation of the experimental result (the current fit to the bottom Yukawa coupling shows
a suppression of it [60]2). Therefore, values of MA larger than about 350 GeV are necessary
2The current fit also indicates an enhancement of the top Yukawa coupling. A suppression (enhancement) of
the bottom (top) Yukawa coupling is difficult to achieve in the MSSM, but possible in the NMSSM [61, 62].
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to be in agreement with precision electroweak data [45]. Such large values of MA, however,
are not consistent with the blind spot in the well-tempered region and therefore this MSSM
scenario leads to tension with precision Higgs measurements.
The tension may be relaxed in two ways. Within the MSSM, one can consider the
possibility of a SI DDMD cross section larger than the σSI ' 10−11 pb assumed in this
scenario. For instance, if we instead consider the maximal cross sections allowed by the
current LUX bounds, as shown in Fig. 3, then the well-tempered region can coexist with
the precision Higgs data for neutralino masses of order 300 GeV and heavy CP-even Higgs
masses mH > 350 GeV.
On the other hand, one can consider the possibility of extending the MSSM. In the
simplest of such extensions, the NMSSM [63], in which a singlet superfield is added to
the spectrum, the couplings and mixing of the CP-even Higgs bosons are modified by the
appearance of new couplings and mixing with the singlet CP-even Higgs. In particular, the
superpotential coupling λ of the singlet superfield to the Higgs doublets plays a significant
role in defining the corrections to the bottom coupling to the lightest CP-even Higgs. If
one considers the limit in which the singlet sector masses are raised by supersymmetry
breaking terms, then the neutralino and Higgs boson particles in the low energy theory
become identical as those ones in the MSSM. Moreover, one can consider the effective 2x2
CP-even Higgs mixing mass matrix after decoupling of the singlet fields, from where one
can demonstrate that the bottom coupling has the same expression as in the MSSM, but
the value of tan β cos(β − α) is now given by [64]
tan β cos(β−α) ' −1
m2H −m2h
[
m2h +m
2
Z − λ2v2 +
3m4t
4pi2v2M2S
Atµ tan β
(
1− A
2
t
6M2S
)]
. (10)
From Eq. (10) it follows that for moderate or large values of tan β, values of the coupling
λ in the range λ ' 0.6–0.7 lead to small deviations of the bottom coupling with respect to
the SM value, even for values of mH ' 200 GeV. Hence, in the NMSSM, for heavy singlets
and singlinos, the well-tempered region can be brought to agreement with precision Higgs
measurements.
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D. Spin-Dependent and Indirect Detection Constraints
Many direct and indirect detection experiments have also placed constraints on a DM
particle interacting with a nucleus via spin dependent (SD) scattering. Spin dependent direct
detection searches have been performed by the LUX [13] and XENON100 [15] experiments,
but PICO [14] outperforms both of them. These exprimental results, however, do not set a
strong bound on the regions of parameters explored in this paper. The exception comes from
IceCube, which considers the detection of neutrinos coming from Dark Matter trapped and
annihilating in the sun. The limits depend strongly on the annihilation channel but become
strong for neutralinos annihilating into pairs of W+W− or ZZ gauge bosons [53], for which
the current cross section limits are just below σSDp ' 10−4 pb. In our model, this annihilation
channel is significant in the well-tempered neutralino region, where the higgsino component
of the neutralino is largest and the Z boson coupling required for Z boson exchange in
SD scattering is not suppressed. However, for 130 GeV . mχ˜01 . 190 GeV, the LSP also
annihilates significantly into bb¯, for which the IceCube bounds are weak. Furthermore,
above 200 GeV the LSP begins annihilating into top quarks, and the branching ratio into
W bosons diminishes. The remaining branching ratio is predominantly in the decay channels
ZH,W±H∓, and hA, which are not analyzed by IceCube. Assuming them to have bounds
similar to the tt¯ bounds, they will modify the constraints only slightly. Fig. 12 displays the
branching ratios for these channels in the well-tempered region.
Figure 13 show the current 90% confidence level bounds on the blind spot scenarios
coming from IceCube for the different values of tan β analyzed in this article. The lines
labeled “IceCube combined” are the square roots of the harmonic means of σ2i weighted by
the branching ratios for our data, where i runs across the various decay channels. For the
solid magenta line we have considered only the decays into W+W−, ZZ, and tt, rescaling
the branching ratios to sum to one. In the dashed purple line we have included the decays
ZH,W±H∓, and hA, approximating them to make up the remainder of the branching ratio
and have bounds on the similar to the tt¯ bounds from IceCube. The latter method excludes
dark matter masses in the well tempered region for mχ˜01 . 200 GeV, while the former method
has a slightly stronger bound, excluding masses less than 210 GeV.
Finally, let us comment on indirect Dark Matter detection constraints. While the con-
straints from the Fermi experiment [65] do not affect the scenarios discussed in this article,
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Figure. 12: Branching ratios for dark matter annihilation products, including W+W− (blue), ZZ (green), tt¯ (red), bb¯ (pink),
ZH (yellow), hA (orange), W±H∓ (purple), and their sum (black). We see that for mχ˜01 < 200 GeV, the W
+W−, ZZ,
and bb¯ decay channels dominates. At mχ˜01
' 200 GeV, the tt¯ decay channel becomes prevalent, but begins to diminish for
large mχ˜01
. For mχ˜01
> 200 GeV, the branching ratios for annihilation into W+W− and ZZ are similar, and the decays into
ZH, hA, and W±H∓ become significant.
there has been recent analyses of the AMS antiproton flux data [66] that claim strong con-
straints on thermal dark matter annihilating into bottom-quark pairs, with masses between
150 GeV and 450 GeV [67],[68]. Although there are large uncertainties having to do with
propagation, solar modulation and antiproton production cross sections, if these bounds
hold, the A-funnel region will be constrained to values of µ and MA larger than about
1 TeV.
V Conclusions
In this article we have studied the constraints and future probes of Dark Matter in the
MSSM, in the case in which all scalar leptons and quarks are heavy. In particular, we
have considered scenarios within the MSSM, in which the SI DDMD cross section is sup-
pressed due to destructive interference between the light and heavy CP-even Higgs exchange
amplitudes. We have shown that the proper relic density may be obtained in both the well-
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Figure. 13: Calculated spin dependent cross sections for tanβ = 15 (yellow dots), tanβ = 10 (red dots), tanβ = 7 (green
dots) and tanβ = 5 (blue dots). The upper branch correspond to the well-tempered region, while the lower one corresponds
to the A-funnel region. The red solid line represents the current 90% C.L. bound on the Spin dependent cross section com-
ing from IceCube for annihilation into WW , and the orange line for annihilation into tt¯. The bound for annihilation in to
ZZ is very similar to the bound for annihilation into WW . The magenta and dashed purple lines combine these bounds,
weighting them by the branching ratios for our data, with the dashed purple line further taking into account the decays into
ZH,W±H∓, and hA. The bounds for decay in bb¯ are several orders of magnitude weaker and are not shown.
tempered neutralino region as well as in the A-funnel region. In the well-tempered region,
the values of the heavy Higgs boson masses are lower than twice the top quark mass and this
region of parameters may be efficiently probed by searches for production of heavy Higgs
bosons decaying into τ -lepton pairs. Current searches already restrict the value of tan β < 7
in this region of parameters and future searches can probe the whole region consistent with
the blind spot scenario. Moreover, the IceCube are in tension with the well-tempered sce-
nario for neutralino masses lower than 200 GeV. Furthermore, for neutralino masses larger
than about 400 GeV, allowed values of the CP-odd Higgs mass may be in tension with those
required to get consistency with precision Higgs measurements and the realization of this
scenario may require a Higgs sector that goes beyond the MSSM one, like the one that is
obtained in the NMSSM for heavy scalar and fermion singlets. Current bounds, however,
allow the realization of the well-tempered scenario for neutralino masses of the order of 300
GeV, tan β ' 5 and heavy Higgs bosons of about 400 GeV.
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In the A-funnel region, the heavy Higgs boson masses are larger and, therefore, this region
of parameters cannot be fully probed by current or future LHC searches for heavy Higgs
bosons. This is particularly true at lower values of tan β, where the decay into top-quark
pairs tends to be comparable or larger than the one into τ -lepton pairs. On the other hand,
electroweakino searches present an alternative way of probing this scenario, although it is
efficient only for low values of µ and M1. Finally, for values of the neutralino mass lower
than 450 GeV, this region of parameters may be in tension with recent AMS antiproton
data, what may require to go to values of MA and µ larger than about 1 TeV.
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